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46ID/"I..:1 k~:J44lb/~IUkg

25 watts
8 & 16 ohms
2N3707 (4)
2N3705 (1)
2SC826 (2)
2SD117 (2)
2SD146 (1)
8

200-250 volts, 50 hertz, a.c. only
450 watts
Tungsten-halogen Type A1/235. 24 volts, 250 watts
Pre-aligned Type G/2S. 4 volts, O'75 amps
Festoon. 24 volts, 5 watts
2 amps, time-lag, 5mm x 20mm
1 a (Internal Relays, Control Panel Lamp)
1-6 amps (Exciter Lamp)
2 amps (Ampli )

421 9kg

10
16 ohms

707 (3)
3705 (2)

2S0147 (2)
2S0146 (1)
TIS 59 (1)
7Diodes

Weight

Power Supply
Input Wattage
Projection Lamp
Exciter Lamp
Control Panel Lamp
Fuse, main
Fuses, auxiliary

Amplifier Output
Output Load Impedance
Transistors

Dimensions: Length: 15iin/40'3cm Width: Siin/24'7cm Height: 15fin/3S·4cm
Spool Capacity: 2,000ft/600m



Before studying the operating instructions and using the
equipment, you may find it helpful to read these introduc ..
tory notes on basic prin of film n.
If, however, you y u erstand these principles and
me y need to know how to use your Bell Howell
Filmosound projector, turn straight to page 4.
The 16mm projector shows sound or silent films. The film
is made up of a large number of still . The
frames are pu down one at a time a en-
tarily before an opening c the gate. ind the gate is
a light source which illuminates each frame and, throu a
lens system, projects an enlarged image of it on to a screen.
The film is pulled down by a claw. This engages with per..
forations, one to each frame, down the side of the film.
While the film is moving, a shutter is automatically posi ..
tioned between it and the light source so that the film is
not then projected on the screen (this would cause a
blurred image). Because of our ability to retain an image
for a fraction of a second after it has disappeared, the
qui~k succession of stationary frames, each slightly
different from the one before, gives the impression of
continuous movement on the screen.



Some films are silent films.
Some films are sound films.
Silent films are moved past the gate at the rate of 18
frames per second.
Sound films· are moved past the gate at the rate of 24
frames per second.
Silent films usually have two sets of perforations, or
sprocket holes, one set on either side of the film, while
sound films have only one set.

The sound is recorded on a strip along the side of the film
opposite the sprocket holes and usually takes the form of a
varying pattern of light and shade corresponding to the
original sound and recorded ph graphically on the film.
Moving at a constant sp een a light source (the
exciter lamp) and a photo-electri this pattern causes
the cell to produce an trical output which varies in
sympathy with the original r ng.. This output is made
many times greater by an a after which it is passed
to a loudspeaker and converte sound.
Such recordings are known as optical sound tracks. Some
films use another kind of recording medium called a
magnetic stripe.. On this, the sound is recorded as a varying
pattern of magnetism on a ing which is applied in a
continuous strip along the side of the film. Reproduction
is by a magnetic head (as on a tape recorder), which
performs the functions of the exciter lamp and photo
electric cell. Both types of recording optical and mag ...
netic - can be reproduced on model 658Q:

2

16 mm OPTICAL SOUND FILM



of film and run for about

run for about

REPRODUCTION OF OPTICAL SOUND



10. Set the DIRECTION SWITCH (30) to OFF and (on
models 6550 and STI OL (29)
to RUN. Turn all the kno on the control
pa 0 on ur on
and 65 ) fully anti-clock On
the MAG/OPT SELECTOR ITCH (
3.

11. Connect the mains lead plug to the supply. The
Control Panel Lamp will light, indicating that the
connections made are correct. (If the lamp does not
light, see page 17).

12. Turn the knob of the TONE CONTROL (24) (model
6520) or BASS CONTROL (26) (6550 and 6580)
to switch on the Exciter Lamp. The red indicator
above the SECURING SCREW (18) will glow. (If it
does not, see page 17).

8. Fit the moulded rubber plug of the mains lead to the
socket (see Fig. 3a) at the er p or.
It will fit only one way.

9. If no mains plug s been
plug to the three bare
nections should be ma

UK pe
(until end 1969)

GREEN to Earth
RED to Live

BLACK to Neutral BLUE Neutral
If a fused plug' is used, the fuse should have a value of 5
amps.

Inside the front cover of this manual are three illustrations
with text. Further illustrations are arranged in the same
way inside the back cover. These instructions will be
easier to follow if you unfold the illustrations before you
read on. Numbers in brackets in the text below refer to the
corresponding numbers on the illustrations at the front.

1. Place the projector on a stand or other firm support
with the TILT CONTROL (14) facing the screen.

2. Slide the Cover Latch Button to the rear (see Fig. 1).
Pull the top of the cover slightly towards you with the
other hand and lift it away from the projector.

3. Raise the FRONT SPOOL ARM (9) until a click is
heard.

4. Raise the REAR SPOOL ARM (2) until, just above the
horizontal, a click is heard.

4

The Filmosound projector is designed to operate on 50Hz
alternating current supplies within a range of 200 to 250
volts. It can be used outside these limits only in con
junction with an external transformer.

5. Pull the LAMPHOUSE KNOB (25) and swing open
the hinged lamphouse cover.

6. Set the Voltage Selector (see Fig. 2) to match the
supply voltage by lifting the Selector, rotating it until
the arrow is pointing to the correct voltage range, and
then pressing the Selector firmly down again.

7. Close the lamphouse door. A click indicates that the
lock has engaged.

1- 12



13. Listen to the loudspeaker. A faint "hissing" noise will
confirm that the sound system is functioning. (If no
sound is heard, see page 17.)

14. Turn the DIRECTION SW H (30) to FORWARD,
and the projector mechanism will start.

15. Turn the DIRECTION SWITCH one step further to
LAMP. The projection lamp will now light. (If it does
not, see page 18.)

16. Two-speed models only. With the projector running,
set the SPEED SELECTOR (10) to the correct Silent
or Sound setting for the type of film you intend to
show. Do not attempt to alter the setting of the speed
selector unless the projector is running.

17. Adjust the FOCUSING KNOB (12) until the illumina
ted picture ape re on the screen has a sharp outline.

18. Turn the TILT CONTROL (14) and move the pro
jector sideways until the illuminated "picture" is
centred on the screen.

The picture should just fill the screen with
out leaving an unlit white area inside any masking
around the outside of the screen. To achieve this
it may be necessary to alter the distance between
projector and screen or change the PROJECTOR
LENS (13). A table on the back cover gives the rela
tionship between picture size and projector lens at
varying distances from projector to screen.

19. Return the DIRECTION SWITCH to OFF. The pro
jector is now ready for the film to be threaded.

13-19

The automatic threading system gives a high degree of
security for the film and the minimum of complications for
the user. But the system may not work if the film is in a bad
state. Nor will the performance be successful if the film is
incorrectly wound or the spool warped.

Is the spool holding the film distorted? If so, straighten
gently by hand.

Is the film correctly wound? With sound film, the
perforatiOns should be nearest the operator when the
spool is mount as in the illustrations, on the inside
front cover of this book.
Is the fi in good condition? Check the first few
feet of m (the "leader") for:

Torn forations
If up to three consecutive perforations are torn, cut a
notch with scissors as shown in If or more
are torn, the leader should be replaced, or threading
be done manually after wi t fi on beyond
the point of damage. (See stages 48-59.)

Dry Film
With age, film becomes brittle and may crack as it
passes through the threading system. Fit new leader
or thread manually.

Shrunk Film
An old leader may have shrunk to the point where the
separation between sprocket holes is insufficient for
automatic threading. Fit new leader or thread manu
ally.

5



20-30

Buckled or Warped Film
Buckled film must not be used for automatic thread
ing. Warped film Fig. 5) may cause difficulty. If
so, fit new leader or thread manually.

Curled Film
If curls are tighter than in Fig. 6, correct by curling the
other way. If this does not help, fit new leader or
thread manually.

Tape, etc.
Remove from the film any adhesive tape, staples,
grease pencil marks, or anything else likely to do
damage or introduce dirt into the threading path.

Splices
Buckled, stepped and taped splices (see Fig. 7a, band
c) may cause trouble .and should preferably be re
made. If this is not practicable, thread manually and,
if necessary, use the System Restorer (stage 68).

20. On model 6580, ensure that the MAG/OPT SELEC
TOR SWITCH (20) is set to position 3.

21. Attach an undistorted empty spool to the REAR
SPOOL ARM (2). The spool must be of sufficient
capacity to hold the film which is to be projected.

The sequence in which the following operations are
carried out is shown by six circled numbers engraved in red
on the machine itself.

22. Turn the DIRECTION SWITCH (30) to FORWARDeD

23. Insert about 1in/2·5cm of film in the FILM CUTTER
@at the front of the projector. Ensurethat a perforation

6

engages on the Locating Pin, then press firmly
downward on the FILM CUTTER to trim t ilm end
(see Fig. 8a).

24. Move the AUTO TH AD LEVE to the right
until it locks in the vertical position.

25. Insert the tip of the film in the FI
CHANNEL (see F and h
sprocket hole e
teeth. The projector now threa
(If it does not, see page 17).

26. As soon as approximate
run clear of the pr or
the DIRECTION

27. Pull the film to the
mechanism. The AUT
back the left. Then, raisi
thread the film as in F . 8
the TAKE-UP SPOO 1), gently rota
clockwise to take up slack.

The projector is now ready for the fil

28. (Two-speed models only.) Check that t EED
SEL OR (10) is set to the S position.
Remember that speed must be changed only when
the projector is running. Check that the STILL
PICTURE CONTROL (29) is set to N.

29. Set all sound controls fully anti-clockwise.

30. Turn the TONE CONTROL (6520) or the BASS
CONTROL (6550 and 6580) clockwise to switch
on the Exciter Lamp, and set to position 5.
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40.

31-,42

at any time to project a still picture by moving the
STILL PICTURE NTROL (29) to STOP. This
automatically places a safety screen between the
lamp and film to protect it from heat damage; because
of this, the brightness of the picture is reduced. It is
necessary to refocus a still picture, and to refocus
ag when normal operation is resumed.

41. The movement of the film through the proj
be reversed. Turn the DIRECTION S
to REVERSE, pausi briefly at OFF un
ism stops to prevent strain. To pr
movement on the screen, move the switch past
REVERSE to the bottom LAMP position. is no
need to turn the volume control down during
reverse running, as the sound is automatically
switched off).

42. While supporting the REAR SPOOL ARM (2) with
your left hand, press the ARM REL SE SUnON
(4) and move the arm upwards. Remove pressure
from the button and continue to raise the arm until it
clicks in the vertical position.

37. (Two-speed models only). Set the DIRECTION
SWITCH (30) momentarily to FORWARD and,
whilst the projector is running, turn the SPEED
SELECTOR (10) to SILENT. Turn all sound controls
fully anti-clockwise. Then proceed as under 31-34
and 36 above.

38. (One-speed model). On this projector silent films
cannot be projected at their correct speed; apart from
this, the procedure is as in stage 37 above.

39. On models 6550 and 6580, the film can be stopped

31. Turn the DIRECTION SWITCH (30) to FORWARD.

32. As soon as the first picture frame after the leader
enters the gate, turn the DIRECTION SWITCH to
LAMP@

33. Make final adjustments to the FOCUSING KNOB
(12) and TILT CONTROL (14).

34. If a frame line appears above or below the picture,
turn the FRAMING CONTROL (6) until the line
disappears.

35. Make final sound adjustments with the VOLUME and
TONE controls ( 20) or the OPTICAL LUME,
TREBLE and BASS controls ( and 80).

36. At the end of the film turn the DIRECTION CH
to FORWARD (switching off the lamp) an the
VOL NTROL to zero. As soon as the has
run clear of the projector, turn the DIRECTION
S ITCH to OFF.



THREADIN{G ... NON-AUTOMATIC

Manual Threading
When manual threading is necessary, proce as follows:

48. Remove the door covering and film path by
pulling it outward at the front t at right
angles to the projector. Press on flat
spring near the top inside the door a door
off its two hinges and away from

49. Firmly grasp the front of the lens bar
it away from the projector unti
released from its catch, and

50. Bring the AUTO THREAD LE
facing running po' 'on by p
ROLLER (22) towards the rear.

51. Open all three sprocket guards (
until they lock in the open ti
upward pressure at the front of A a
pressure at the rear of K.

52. Pull off about 3ft/1 m of film from the fe

53. Following the path marked in red on Fic. 9. a
film under the roller marked® under the
and then between the Upper Sprocket
Sprocket Wheel until the teeth engage with the
perforations. Close the Sprocket Guard by pressing it
downwards at the front until a click is heard.

54. Leaving enough slack in the film so that it forms a
curve between the guides C, seat it centrally against
the Aperture Plate and under the guide E.

8

43-54

43 Lead the free end of the film from the TAKE-UP
SPOOL (1) to the underside of the FEED SPOOL (8)
and engage it in the slot or other fixing device on the
spool hub. Rotate the spool two or three turns anti
clockwise to take up slack.

44. Turn the DIRECTION SWITCH (30) to REVERSE
and press the REWIND BUTTON (7), holding it down
momentarily until an internal clutch engages and
fast rewind begins.

45. As soon as all film has been wound off from the rear
spool, switch to OFF. Remove the full spool from
the front arm by inserting fingers in two of the holes
in the spool and pulling the s I off the spindle, at
the same time pressing on the tip of the spindle
with your thumb. Y;

46. Press the rear ARM RELEASE BUTTON (4) to
unlock the REAR SPOOL ARM and lower it to the
normal (horizontal) operating position.

Closing the Projector

47. After the performance, remove both spools and,
using the Spool Arm Release Buttons, fold both arms
downwards and inwards as far as they will go. Turn
the TILT CONTROL (14) fully anti-clockwise.
Remove atl leads from their sockets.
Lift the cover and, holding it slightly away from the
projector at the top, lower it on to the pedestal in
such a way that the small lugs at the front and rear of
the pedestal enter the slots on the inside of the cover.
Then close the gap at the top until, with a click, the
cover latch engages.



55. Holding the film flat against the Aperture Plate with
the left hand, loop it under roller H and easeit between
the underside of the Sprocket Guard D and the top
of the Sprocket Wheel. Lead the film forward under
roller F and the spring-loaded roller G (which can be
lifted upward while this is being done) to the top of
the Sound Drum N. Push the film into the space
between the Sound Drum and the Exciter Lamp
Cover as far as the "3 o'clock" position, leaving the
remainder free.

56. After ensuring that the perforations have engaged
with the teeth at the top of the lower Sprocket Wheel,
if necessary adjusting the position of the film until
they do, close the lens mount firmly until it engages
with its spring catch. This action automatically closes
the Sprocket Guard D.

57. Continue threading the film around the Sound Drum
N, over roller I and, without engaging the sprocket
holes, between the Lower Sprocket Guard K and the
Sprocket Wheel. Still without engaging e sprocket
holes, lead the film over roller J, downwards under
the roller L and along the horizontal channel to the
underside of the rear roller M.

58. Pull the film gently but steadily to the rear at M until the
stabilising rollers G and I have opened to their extreme
positions and push the film inwards between the
Lower Sprocket Guard K and the Sprocket Wheel
until the perforations are in line with, but not entered
by, the sprocket teeth. Release the tension at M,
allowing the film to be pulled backwards by the

55-64

spring-loaded rollers G and I until, with a slight click,
the perforations engage with the teeth on the Sprocket
Wheel. Close the Sprocket Guard K by pushing it
upwards at the rear.

59. Rotate the Inchi Knob (see Fig. 3b) at the rear of
the projector for a few turns in an anti-clo ise
direction. If the threading procedure has been
correctly carried out, the upper and lower loops of
film above and below t not cha in size
as the film passes through the projector and t two
spring-loaded rollers G move n
simultaneously. the and
round the guide ro 8b} a ach
it to the hub of the a e- R 001

clockwise to take up e slack. Turn now to 28.

To remo've film in the m the
hinged door as describ stage TO
THREAD LEVE should be in the rearward
facing running position. If it is not, set it there by
pushing the GUIDE ROLLER (L in Fig. 9) toward the
rear.

61. Open the Lens Mount (see stage 49) and all three
Sprocket Guards (see stage 51).

62. Unscrew the SECURING SCREW (18) and remove
the Exciter Lamp Cover.

63. Turn the FEED SPOOL (8) clockwise to slacken the
film at roller 0.

64. With the left hand holding the upper loop between
the guides C on Fig. 9, and the right hand holding it

9



65-69

to the right of roller@,bring both hands slightly
together and carefully ease the loosened film clear of
the Sprocket Wheel, the rollers A and B and the
rOller@).

65. Grasping the lower loop under the Loop Restorer
Roller (H in Fig. 9), push the film forward and sl tly
upward to ease it off the top of the Sprocket Wheel
and - prefera in a continuous movement pull it
under the rollers F and G and away from the Sound
Drum (N in Fig. 9).

66. Holding the film on either side of the Lower Sprocket
Guard K, bring the hands slightly together to disen
ga the perforations and ease the film away from the
sprocket wheel and roller L.

67. Disengage the film from the two Guide Rollers M at
the rear. If it is intended to rewind immediately, leave
the spools in position and revert to stage 42. If
rewinding is to be done later, make sure that the film
is not caught anywhere and then remove both spools,
winding the slack film on to one or other of them
before putting the spools to one side.

Loss of Loop

Damaged perforations or poor splices may result in
the tightening of the lower loop below the gate. On
Filmosound projectors this loop is automatically and
instantaneously restored by the small roller below the
gate (H in Fig. 9) and there is no need for any action
on the part of the projectionist.

68. If, as a result of an imperfection in the film, tension is
lost around the sound drum, this will make itself

10

apparent by distorted sound. A unique device is
incorporated to restore tension t interrupting
the performance. Press down firmly on the lever
marked "System Restorer" ove the roller
and, with the motor still runn p lever
pressed for at least one second. If t not
return to normal when the ver is
probable that the da e extends over ally
10 length of film. The remedy the
projector, unthread (see 6 ead
manually (see 48-59) beyond
Loop restoration with
possible during reverse projection.

Film Escape H h

69. For added protection of films, t
flap to the rear of the Upper
opens automatically, win
projector, to prevent further
(a) a broken splice; (
struction in the threading
film end in the cutter. If film is seen eme the
flap, switch off the projector immediately, carry out
any necessary repairs and rethread. If it is impracti
cable to repair the film at the time, thread manually
beyond the point of damage.



70. Microphone
To make announcements, or to supply a commentary
to silent films, connect a crystal or high-impedance
dynamic microphone by inserting the jack plug into
the MICROPHONE INPUT (16). Adjust v ,me by
means of the VOLUME CONTROL ( Q) or
MAG/MIC VOLUME CONTROL (6550 and 6580).
If the system "howls" caused by sound from the
loudspeaker entering the microphone and being
re-amplified - hold the microphone in such a position
that it is shielded from the loudspeaker. If this is not
sufficient, the volume setting should be reduced until
stability is achieved.

The two independent volume controls on
models 50 and 6580 allow comments spoken into
the microphone to be superimposed on the sound
from the film. This facility can be useful for making
urgent announcements or for adding supplementary
explanations.

71. Record Player
A record player with a crystal or high-impedance
dynamic pick-up may be used to provide music
before and after the performance or during a silent
film. It should be connected into the MICROPHONE
INPUT socket (16) and the volume adjusted as for a
microphone. If there is a separate volume control on
the record player, it is worth experimenting with
different settings of this and the projector Volume

70-73

Control to determine which combination gives the
most satisfactory results.

73. The Filmosound projector can also be connected to
an existing auditorium loudspeaker system if the
total impedance of the speaker(s) is from 8 to 16

11



74-80

ohms. Such a connection requires a special plug
(obtainable from your Bell & Howell dealer) to fit the
ACCESSORY SPEAKEROUTPUT Socket (15) on the
projector.

The 25 watt amplifiers of Models 6550 and 6580
deliver more power than a single accessory loudspeaker
can handle. If the volume control is advanced beyond the
point where distortion is heard, damage to the speaker may
occur.

·11 reproduce tracks recorded magneti
cally on ed film in addition to optically recorded
sound tracks. Such films are recognised by having a
band of brown oxide at the side of t film, opposite
the sprocket holes, or, in the case of double-per
forated film, on the outer edge of the film. (Both
types of film have a second band on the edge
op ite to the active magnetic sound track. This is
solely to make the film stack evenly on the spools and
does not carry a recording).
Reproduction of magnetic sound is done by a
magnetic head plug located below the sound drum
and behind the exciter lamp cover. Although re
movable (see stages 81-82), this plug can be left in
position when projecting optically recorded films.

Full-width and half-width magnetic tracks are found
only on single-perforated sound film.

74. Ensure that the Full Track Magnetic Head plug is in

12

position, and that the MAG/OPT SELECT
SWITCH is set to position 3. Turn the OPTICAL
VOLUME CONTROL (21) and Ie VOLUME
CONTROL to O.

75 Thread the film as in stages 20-27.
76. Move MAG/OPT SELECTOR SWI

77. Project film as in stages 28·.. 36~ bLlt
VOLUME CONT at 0 and e
VOLUME CONTROL set to give a satisf
sound.

It is possible on the
taneously, by using both vol
magnetic and optical sound tra

Sound from quarter-width tr
only with the special qu
plug, which should be fitt
81-82.

78. Ensure that the correct magnetic head pi
and set the MAG/OPT SELECTOR
to position 3. Turn the OPTICAL VOLU CON
TROL (21) and MAG/MIC VOLUME CONTROL
(23) to O.

79. Thread the film as in stages 20-27.

80. Move the MAG/OPT SELECTORSWITCH to position
1. Project film as in stages 28-36 but with the
OPTICAL VOLUME CONTROL at 0 and the MAG/
MIC VOLUME CONTROL set to give a satisfactory
level of sound.



81-88

85. It is recommended that periodic ins
carried out by a I & Howell service
will ensure that the equipment remains in fi
condition.

the projector away from moisture and excessive
heat and, wh ver possible, keep it in a carton or
other enclosure to prevent the entry of . A
protective cover (ob e from your I well
dealer) is available as an accessory and will keep
your Filmosound projector clean and from
scratches.

NOT OIL or lubricate in any other wa your
Filmosound projec ich hasa permanent tory-
sealed lubrication system.

(a) Projection Lens
The coated surfaces of a high-quality lens are easily
damaged and it is best not to touch them until
inspection of the exposed front and e ents of
the lens shows that cleaning is required.

87. To remove the lens, turn the FOCUSI KNOB (12)
anti-clockwise until the lens stops moving; then,
grasping the lens firmly, pull it out.

88. With a camel-hair brush, carefully remove dust· from
the front and rear surfaces. Polish the surfaces tly
with a fresh lens tissue (obtainable from your ler
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NEVER USE A METAL OBJECT WHEN CLEANING
THE MAGNETIC HEAD AND, BECAUSE OF ,ITS
EXTREME PRECISION AND DELICACY, ALWAYS
HANDLE THE HEAD WITH GREAT CARE.

81. To remove a magnetic head plug, undo the SECUR
ING SCREW (18) and take off the exciter lamp cover.
Press in the plug by the plate (numbered 1 in Fig. 10)
as far as it will go and rotate the plug fully anti
clockwise. Withdraw the plug from the projector
locating pin.

82. To insert a magnetic head plug, hold the plug with the
stud (2 in Fig. 10) horizontal and pointing to the
right and engage the hole at the rear of the plug with
t ojector locating pin. Push the fully in, then
rotate it clockwise as far as it will go. Remove
pressure from the plug, allowing it to locate in the
working position.

83. Particles from the magnetic coating on the film may in
time accumulate on the magnetic head on the under
side of the "rockin section of the plug, where they
may affect reproduction. The head should therefore
be cleaned with a soft brush to remove loose dirt.
Dirt still adhering to the polished surface of the head
after brushing can usually be eased off with a piece
of sharpened wood or plastic but may, in obstinate
cases, first need to be softened with one of the
solvents made for cleaning the magnetic headsof tape
recorders.



92. Occasionally, films will cause a deposit to accumulate
in the pressure shoe/aperture .
runners. Inspect this area at intervals, or
the projector b . s to run noi and r e any
deposit with a piece of hard wood or plastic.
N RUSE METAL OBJECTS FOR THIS RPOSE.

(c) Other Areas
93. All other parts of the projector which the

should be kept clean. Follow the path of
from spool to spool and from to
all dust and dirt from rollers and
with which it makes contact.
LAIMP' COVER (19) and wipe the c

round the drum.

Projection Lamp Removal
Take care when anging a lamp not to touch
the front surface of the special tor,
which could be irreparably damag For
instructions on cleaning this reffector, ra-
graph under stage 90 above.

94. Switch projector and disconnect mains supply.
Pull the LAMPHOUSE KNOB (25) and swi open
the lamphouse cover.
Pull han above the lamp towards you
and through 90 degrees, allowing the
lamp to rest in a horizontal position against
its stop 11).

two insulated connectors from the
of the lamp (arrowed in Fig. 12). Do

graiSpllng the plastic insulation over the con-

89-94

or any optician) or a clean, soft and lintless cloth;
avoid excessive pressure on the glasses, as scratching
will impair definition. If marks are still present after
polishing, a lens clean1ng fluid may be used.

89. To replace the lens, insert it in its mount and,
pressing it to the rear, rotate the FOCUSING KNOB
(12) clockwise to engage.

90. Avoid touching the glass with the fingers. If this
happens, however, remove any fingerprints; they
will spoil definition and may, if allowed to remain,
leave a permanent trace on the surface coating.

ImlpCJtrtjan't .. The high efficiency of the dichroic re
flector around the projection lamp depends upon a
surface coating which is extremely delicate. In no cir
cumstances should this be touched with bare hands
or cleaned by any of the usual lens-cleaning methods.
After long periods of running, dust may be visible on
the front surface. It can safely be removed by light
strokes with a clean camel-hair or sable brush of the
type made for cleaning Jenses but no other method
of cleaning should be used.

(b) Pressure Shoe and Aperture Plate
91. Film is delicate and easily scratched if dirt, introduced

by a previous film, is allowed to remain in the region
of the picture gate. Always, before threading a film,
open the door covering the lens, then the lens
mount, and, with a gate brush or clean cloth, remove
all foreign matter from the pressure shoe attached to
the lens mount and from the aperture plate which
guides the film past the projection aperture.
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nectors, not by pulling on the leads.
With the thumb and finger, pull down the plated
retaining cl'ipon the inner side of the la holder until
the clip reaches its stop (see Fig. 12).
Holding the pins of the lamp with the left hand, pull
down the retaining clip on the outer side of the
lampholder until it reaches its stop.
Pull the fective la to the rear and discard.

Projection lamp - Replacement
95. With the left hand, hold the new lamp by its contact

pins in such a way that the notch in the circular
plate is in e six-o'clock position. (Tungsten-halogen
lamps may fail prematurely if their quartz bul are
touched wi bare fingers and should therefore be
handled only their metal parts. If the bulb is
in vertently touch , wipe it g tl¥ but thoroughly
with a soft, clean cloth, or a fresh paper tissue).
Insert lamp through the hole in the holder from the
rear, ensuring that the notch in its circular plate
corresponds to the "key" on the holder and that the
plate is fully seated in its recess.
Keeping gentle forward pressure on the two pins,
raise the retaining clip on the inner side of the holder
as far as it will go.

Still keeping forward pressure on the pins, raise the
outer clip in the same way. The lamp is now secure.
Replace the two insulated connectors, pushing them
fully home. (There is no "wrong" way of fitting the
two connectors to the two pins, but it is advisable to
replace them in the position that minimises twisting
of the flexible leads).

95-97

Using the white handle, raise the swing-down lamp
assembly to its working position a it inward
ge but firmly until a click i icates that its spring
catch has eng

lamphouse cover.
Reconnect power supplies and continue projection.

Exciter lamp
96. If t

REW (18) and
sh lamp lo
releasethe lamp,

i-clockwise un
lifted clear of the gui ns.
locate the new lamp over the guide pins (it will fit
only in one pos' ), press it down and rotate it
clockwise until the narrow ends of the slots reach the
pins. Swing the lamp lock lever to the left, replace the
exciter lamp cover and tighten the securing screw.

Control Panel lamp
97. Place the REAR SPOOL ARM (2) in the rewind

position and open the lAMPHOUSE COVER (3).
The lamp is mounted behind the curved extension of
the control panel, held between two spring contacts
which pressinwards upon its metal ends (see Fig. 14).
To remove the lamp, ease it out from between the
contacts. To fit the replacement, locate it on one of
the contacts and then, applying slight pressure, ease

15



amplifier.

Main Fuse
amp cartridge fuse of the s cial time-lag type is

to the Voltage Selector at the top of the
(see . 15). To remove, disconnect the

ip t the mains su Iy by the
power plug from the pr . the la house
cover, unscrew the fuse and it t of its
recess. Pull out t u fuse, replace it with a spare
and, pressing y wnward, screw holder

ck into place. Close the lamphouse cover and
reconnect the power lead.

98-99

the other end into position at the other contact until it 'Auxiliary Fuses
is secure. Close the lamphouse cover. The best 99. To gain access to the au
working position when replacing this lamp is from power plug and lay thepr()je(~tol

the rear of the projector, through the aperture in the the four ru eet, the two sc
lamphouse cover. the bottom cover and the

control. The bottom cover can now

16



SYMPTOM CAUSE/REMEDY

1. CONTROL PANEL LAMP DOES NOT LIGHT

2. RED INDICATOR LAMP DOES NOT LIGHT

Turn DIRECTION SWITCH to FORWARD.
(a) If motor runs, lamp is faulty and should be changed

(see stage 97).
(b) If motor does not run:

i Check mains supply and plug.
ii Ch ating of rub in proj
iii Check main fuse in lamphouse e
iv Check auxiliary fuse "1 AT" (see stag

(a) Exciter Lamp burned out. Change lamp (see stage ).
(b) Fuse blown. Change fuse "1·6A" (see ).
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(a) Amplifier not s
(b) Amplifierfuseblow
(c) Burned-out ExciterLamp.Chang
(d) Exciter Lamp fuse blown. Ch

stage 99).
(e) Obstruction of sound optical system by dirt. Clean.
(f) Defective transistors or photo diode.

(a) Check that Auto Thread Lever is set to right-hand
vertical position (see stage

(b) Check that tip of film is cut (see stage 23).
(c) Check that STILL PICTURE CONTROL (29) is set to

RUN.
(d) Check that DIRECTION SWITCH (30) is set to

FORWARD.
(e) Check that film is not damaged (see Pre-Threading

Procedure after stage 19).

4. AUTOMATIC THREADING DOES NOT WORK

3. NO SOUND



5. PROJECTION LAMP DOES NOT LIGHT

(a) Speed selector set in " silent" position (two..speed
s only).

(b) Causes listed u
(c) s

Restorer (see s
(d) Uns Ie setting cont

(a) Volume Control
(b) Poor sound track
(c) Obstru n of sound
(d) Defective transistors or
(e) ective, dirty or misaligned e
(f) Low mains voltage.

lost loop. Use S em Restorer (see sta~"",vvJ"

(a) Low mains voltage.
(b) Extraneous light on screen.
(c) Dirty lamp or projection lens.
(d) Dense film.

Dirt in gate or elsewhere along film path (see stage 91).

Failure of fuse "1 AT" (see st 99).

N

6. INADEQUATE VOLUME

11. SCRATCHES APP

10.

18



14 3

7

8

9 6 7 8 6 4 4 9 3 10

14 3 11 5 9

15 10 11 11 9 6 7

14 3 10 8 8 6 7 5 4 4 3

3 0 2 6

3 10 3 2

4 6 3 10

5 9 4 9

7 8 6 4

9 6 7 11

11 5 9 6

13 4 11

15 2 12 8

21mm 32mm 40mm IOmm 64mm 80mm 100mm

ft. in. ft. in. ft.

8

lens focal length

50

10

20

25

15

35

75

12

30

40

60

45

Projected picture widths

125

100

*ft.

*Distance from projector to screen

21mm 32mm 40mm IOmm 64mm 80mm 100mm

Longeur foc;;lle de I'objectif

Objektivbrennweite

,Lu'nghezza focale dell' obiettivo

Brandpuntafstand van de lens

m em em em em em em em

2 77 60 48 39 30 24 19

3 116 90 72 58 45 36 29

4 154 •! 121 97 77 60 48 39

5 193 151 121 97 75 60 48

6 232 181 145 116 90 72 58

7 270 211 169 135 106 84 68

8 309 241 193 154 121 97 77

9 341 271 217 174 136 109 87

10 386 301 241 193 151 121 97

15 579 452 362 290 226 181 145

20 603 483 386 302 241 193

25 603 483 377 302 241

30 579 452 362 290

35 528 422 337

40 483 386

largeur d'image projetee

Breite des projizierten Bildes

Larghezza delle immagini proiettate

Breedte van het geprojekteerd beeld

*

*Distance du projecteur a I'ecran

Entfernung Projektor - Leinwand

Distanza del proiettore dallo schermo

Afstand van projektor tot scherm
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Projected picture widthslargeur d'image projetee

Breite des projizierten Bndes

Larghezza deUe immagini proiettate







BELL Ei HOWELL
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